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Since their creation, the 12-Steps of A.A. have given millions a path to recovery from addiction. The impact of the 12-steps on our
culture and people worldwide has been huge. Dozens of versions and conditions have been created based on the original
12-Steps. Yet the 12-Steps are also flawed in the eyes of many, and they are incomplete, leaving them open to resistance and
discredit. But now, the 12-Steps are given the complete update they've needed to be effective in our more complex culture. By
filling in the missing parts, the 12-Steps are both destroyed and made even stronger at the same time. Questions are answered
and the entire cycle of addiction can finally be understood. The Anti-12 Steps illustrate what the 12-Steps really are and what they
really do.
Did you know that you have been looking through "funny-colored glasses" your whole life? What? Who? Me? Yes, all of us! We
have been viewing the world around us through our own unique perspective, which colors and flavors everything we see. It is more
than a "viewpoint." because it directly effects all that we feel, do, and say.This book is about perspective. Over the many years of
his practice, Dr. Keith Eble discovered he was repeating key ideas about perspective to his clients in brief, powerful statements,
which served as reminders for the ideas he was addressing. When he began to collect these "one-liners," he found other relevant
wise sayings, and, his clients contributed their own gems of wisdom, while he also created ones of his own. As the list grew, the
thought of making these ideas available to others grew, too.Dr. Eble firmly believes anyone who reads this book will immediately
gain an understanding of how perspective effects us - even unknowingly. He also believes anyone can begin to identify and
challenge harmful perspectives. He further believes these ideas can be used as part of an amazing, life-llong endeavor, providing
a powerful means to improve emotional health and relationships.
Lawyers, You Can Revitalize Your Career Starting Today. Whether you are in law school or a senior partner at an Am Law 100
firm, this book can help you revitalize your career to find the perfect job and create your ideal career. Benjamin Barton, a law
professor at the University of Tennessee, in his recent book on the legal profession, stated that only "44 percent of BigLaw lawyers
report satisfaction with their careers." According to a 2014 Gallup poll, only 32.4% of professionals in the United States were
engaged with their jobs. And over 15% were actively disengaged. There is a disconnect between lawyer's passions and their work.
Some lawyers detest their jobs. Others tolerate their work for the paycheck. Either way, these lawyers are detached and
dissatisfied with their jobs. They desire something deeper and more meaningful in their work and career. This book can help you
revitalize your career and achieve success, prosperity, and personal fulfillment. Success, prosperity, and personal fulfillment as
you, and only you, define those terms. The Professional Prosperity For Lawyers System Through the career revitalization system
in this book, you will use your strengths to achieve goals reflecting your personal vision of an ideal career. You will explore jobs
aligned with who you are and create a career path you have only dreamed of pursuing. Your career revitalization is based on two
central premises. First, lawyers must view their career as a business. Whether you are a lawyer at the largest law firm in the world
or are a sole practitioner, you are a business. Your career should be run like a business. Second, run your business as an
entrepreneur if you want to be successful, prosperous, and personally fulfilled. If you want to realize your dreams of a perfect job
and ideal career, the career revitalization process provides the framework. Use the framework, follow the process, and take the
actions. You will get your perfect job and create your ideal career. A career giving you the freedom to do the work you what you
want to do. When you want to do it. And, with the people you want to do it with. Imagine getting up in the morning looking forward
to your day. Being rested and full of energy. Controlling your schedule. Working on projects that interest and excite you.
Collaborating with people you like and respect. Taking time off to spend with family and friends. Having time for leisure activities or
working on projects outside your job. This career revitalization system is grounded in the practices, processes and actions of many
lawyers who are successful, prosperous and personally fulfilled. You will live your dreams by implementing the career revitalization
process. Why I Can Help You Revitalize Your Career I had a successful legal career, developed a book of business over $3.5
million, was an equity partner at two Am Law 100 firms, was an in-house counsel at a publicly traded investment bank, went from
in-house counsel to a law firm partner and left the law on several occasions. Most importantly, I know how you can achieve
success, prosperity and personal fulfillment, and I have a strong desire to help you discover the path to your ideal career and life. I
also endured decades of boredom and stress as a practicing lawyer. I disliked much of my work and was frequently
disengagement from it. Substance abuse, bouts of depression, divorce, and financial issues are part of my career story. And,
consideration of suicide on more than one occasion. I could not enjoy the fruits of my career "success" story. I am now on a
mission. A mission to help you create an epic career of success, prosperity and personal fulfillment. Now is the time to take action.
Start today by buying and reading this book.
This is a tome of poetry over 350 pages in length, that covers all aspects of life that the bleeding heart of a poet can long to
appreciate. Desperation breeds good poetry, and lovesickness breeds desperation, so the lovelorn heart often speaks plainly, and
tells stories of the paths we tread.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture are full of ordinary people who walked with God as
he poured himself out through them to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking to us and longing
to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of more training or effort but simply receiving and releasing everything he
already purchased? "Life in the Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your Daddy in a way that spills out of you
naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and fervent expectation, this book mirrors a reflection of who you are, who your God is and
what he actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids" today!
A life of peace, happiness and calmness is in your power. Do you find yourself constantly stressed about the little things? Do you
feel like you get attached to people too quickly? Are you easily annoyed or irritated by others? The path to acceptance, release
and liberation is here. This book is your complete guide on how to live a happier more meaningful life. FREE BONUS Included
Right After Conclusion - HURRY before it's gone! Publisher's Note: This expanded edition of Letting Go includes FRESH NEW
CONTENT to better help you discover the peace to happiness and harmony. This book contains proven steps and strategies on
how to release stress, manage attachments and how to live a fuller and healthier life. These vital teachings will make you
enormously better equipped to take on all that life throws at you, and ultimately lead a life of happiness and fulfilment. Have you
wondered why we hold on to problems and memories which serve no good purpose other than reminding us of how sad, lonely
and hopeless we are? We hoard the memories which have no significant value other than giving us the feeling of failure.
Replaying past mistakes which remind us of the pain, shame and regret take up most of the space in our brain. We have an
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attachment to hold on to all the frustration and worry in our lives. We often equate worry with responsibility, as if because we have
responsibility we automatically have to worry. This book will lead you to the path to finding yourself, developing a fresher outlook
on life and to understand how to deal with stress, anger and attachments. Learn what it takes to fully embrace life and let go of the
self-created frustrations. Discover techniques to handle some of the challenging situations with a clear, calm mind and make
conscious and reliable decisions. This book will not only let you feel more comfortable in your skin, but will also make you a
happier person. Most importantly, you will have the ability to let go of non-beneficial thoughts and move on with a renewed sense
of living. Here is a Preview of What You'll Learn... How to Unveil the Best in Ourselves Understand What Attachments Are & How
We Can Release Them Explore Our Attachment to People, Relationships and Situations How Frustration Develops & Techniques
to Release Tension How Our Perspective Shapes Our Reality How to Identify Harmful Environments & Methods to Change Them
Proven Strategies to help us Become More Present How to Release Anger Effectively Fundamental building blocks in How We
Become a New Person Much, much more! Check out What Others Are Saying.. "This is one of the best self-help books I've read.
It actually made sense and addressed what it said it would do, which in my opinion is a rarity in these types of books. Like any selfhelp book, you must read it smart and not take everything the author says as gospel, but see how much of it really applies to what
you are looking for. I highly recommend it for anyone hanging on to a lot of old hurts and struggling to get past certain portions of
their life. If you have 'stuff' back there that is hindering the here and now, then I highly suggest it.- Audrey, August 2015 Live the
life of happiness, peace and fulfilment that you deserve. LIMITED TIME BONUS OFFER: A sneak preview of Bestselling book
'Mindfulness for Beginners' included for FREE! Why wait? Click on the orange 'Buy Now with One Click' button on the top right
hand corner of the page to purchase your copy today!
Here's an inescapable fact: you will need to know how people talk and react to whatever things you say. It is also important on how
to choose the words and the how to approach a person to pick up a conversation, be it formal or casual. Conversations are
important because they have the ability to resolve conflicts and find solutions to any situation you are in. A person with a good
ability to talk and connect with others around him will always be in control in any situation he/she is put in. If you do not develop
your conversational skills, you will be let down and ignored in a social circle. The core of a man's knowledge comes from
interaction with different kinds of people. You have to possess a specific skill set that allows you to open up with other people and
they should be able to give back the same to you.
Do you feel like you struggle to make time for everything? We are living in a time-poor society, working more than ever and with
less time for ourselves and family. The pressures and stress of the obligations we feel we have, often leave us without time to do
everything that we would like to. More critically, we lack the time to reflect, review our lives and consider our direction. Time to
contemplate if the decisions we are making are going to lead us to a life of purpose or an old age filled with regret. Time for
Anything is based on 5 years of research by Craig D Robinson. Using the techniques in this book, Craig went from working in an
entry level position to, in just four years: start 2 companies, recharge with 12 weeks holiday a year, start a family, grow and sell his
startups and retire at the age of 34. This book shows you how you too can have time for it all.
A Bionic, a Mutant, and a Geek are forced by their Keepers to team up and prepare to take back the ruined world. Throughout
their training, these teens are led to believe that not everything is as it seems.
In lives filled with passion and temptation, five young people experience the many forms of love. Achieving their wildest dreams
takes everything they have, and soon their romances, friendships, and dearest personal values are tested. Along the way, their
lives intertwine in surprising ways-on the lush soccer fields of college campuses in California and the glamorous fashion runways
and football pitches of Italy and France. The brilliant and beautiful Sallie is embarking on an exciting international modeling career,
but, so far from home, she runs the risk of getting lost in more ways than one. Her college sweetheart, Marco, is focused on his
goal of becoming a professional soccer player and relies on the expert advice of his mentor, Lorenzo. But Lorenzo must figure out
his own way to stay on top. Meanwhile, their athletic friend Dave has already hit rock bottom, attracting the empathy of nursing
student Autumn. She'll do anything she can to help Dave, despite the risk of getting dragged down with him. Boundaries exist in
the game of soccer, but in life they are all too easily crossed. Before long these five friends will learn exactly how far relationships
can bend before they break.
Is your business winning the online attention war? Is your website traffic increasing monthly? Does your website consistently
generate calls, comments, and sales?This practical book will help you:Generate increased, targeted website traffic in 24 to 72
hours – p. 70; Learn and apply the essentials of effective website usability – p. 59; Capture the attention of the leading search
engines – p. 73; Decipher the mysteries of SEO and online advertising – p. 33; Create simple, clear and effective page content – p.
23; Attract website visitors that will become your valued customers – p. 16; Turn mobile traffic into money – p. 127; Teach you
about the power of blogging - p. 89; Show you the benefits using WordPress for your website - p. 111; Tell your small business
story and sell your products – p. 138; How to measure visits, page views, average time on site, and more - p. 138; Learn how to
make money online - p. 152; Who should design and build your website - p. 158; Learn how to create a value proposition for your
home page - p. 165; Learn what makes a good website home page - p. 173; Learn tips for selling online - p. 180. And much
more...
A young woman gives birth to a baby, then sinks into a coma. Her family finds a journal she has kept since she was a very young
child and are astounded to discover she had recorded events in their lives she should not have known.
If you're like most people, you can't afford to charter a yacht to the Bahamas on a moment's notice, nor can you take a week off
work to attend a soul-cleansing spiritual retreat. So how is the busy, everyday, hard-working person supposed to find joy and
passion in life? This is exactly the problem that Neil A. Panosian has spent most of his life trying to solve. A bartender and postal
worker, the author felt uncomfortable with the rampant negativity in the world today and wanted to turn this discontent into
something constructive—something the average person could use to increase their overall happiness, in just a few simple steps. So
he started a blog dedicated to his pursuit of positivity, and quickly gained thousands of followers who were also looking for good
ideas for improving their lives. Soon, he found that certain small actions were adding up to big rewards, and the rest is history. This
fun-to-read book contains the best of the best—tools that can be used quickly and universally to increase joy, whether you're a busy
professional, a blue-collar worker, or a single parent doing the best you can with little money or time.
Definition: Jock n. (informal): A pilot or astronaut, an abbreviation of jockey as in throttle jockey or jet jockey. "Once a Jock . . .
Always a Jock" is a compilation of three hundred stories written by the first postwar generation of Naval Aviators who began their
training in late 1945 as teenagers fresh out of high school. A 16 week Pre-Flight school started the clock running on a two year
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contract where each future Navy pilot held the rank of Aviation Midshipman, USN. The clock was still running when they earned
their gold wings and were assigned to fleet squadrons. These Flying Midshipmen flew every aircraft in the Navy's arsenal.
Eventually they were sworn in as commissioned officers and went on to participate in every major aviation event from the Berlin
Airlift, the Korean War, and the Cold War to the conflict in Vietnam. Readers of these stories will discover what motivated 3,000
high school kids to fly for the Navy. They will learn what it was like to be a Flying Midshipman at the bottom of the pecking order
aboard ship or as a pilot in an aircraft squadron. Today's young pilots will gain some useful knowledge about training mishaps and
accidents that could have been avoided. They will be thrilled by accounts of My First Corsair Flight or My First Jet Flight or My First
Cat Shot. They might reflect on the sobering story of Jesse Brown, the African American who broke the color barrier in Naval
Aviation the same year that Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in major league baseball. Those who have flown as civilian or
military pilots will find themselves in the narrow escapes and the humor in the aftermath of bad judgment, and above all, in their
great love of flying. They will learn what it is like to land a battle damaged fighter on an aircraft carrier in bad weather or how a pilot
blinded by enemy flak was guided by his friend to successful wheels-up landing. Reading these stories, veteran flyers may
remember the long monotonous anti-submarine and maritime patrols that ended in moments of stark terror. Anyone who never sat
in the left seat of a flying boat may be surprised to know that seaplane pilots had to supplement their flying skills with a firm
knowledge of seamanship. They can read about it in Chapter 16, Flying Boat Jocks. Of course the book has stories for helicopter
jocks and transport pilots and instrument pilots and flying in all kinds of climate from the arctic to the tropics. For the poetry
minded, there are some of those too. These stories should appeal to anyone who has ever dreamed about flying. And most
important, 100% of the proceeds from sales of the book will be directed to the Flying Midshipmen Endowment Fund for support of
the Youth Aviation Training Program aboard the USS Midway Museum in San Diego.

Our lives are spent watching the clock. We go to sleep by it. Wake up to it. Rely on it. Race it.It's easy to forget that we're
only given so much.We ignore it because we're convinced we'll always have more.I am proof that we aren't promised
anything.The clock owes us nothing.I know this because not only was Time my name, I wasn't given enough of it.Sure I
had challenges but I vowed to make the most of it, of my young life.My limitations wouldn't hold me back.Time was on my
side.Then I was told otherwise.Now the clock was working against me.I would face this disease alone.Then he walked in
and changed everything.He gave me a reason to fight.He helped me prepare.Like others before me, when time slowed I
wasn't ready.I begged for more.But the clock, it stopped for no one.On the day my world went black, I refused to take him
with me.Only he didn't listen.I was a doctor.A bringer of bad news.I read the chart.She was fucked.My hands, they were
tied.I was a doctor who could not heal what was beyond that door.I had no hope to offer her.But I wanted this over
with.The sooner the better.I walked in, looked up and saw color.Not one.All of them.They surrounded her.She was a
patient.You did not cross that line.I would not cross that line.I should have kept my eyes closed.Life was easier when you
didn't see.But they were open now.They saw her.They saw everything.Suddenly invisible lines ceased to matter.For me,
Time mattered.How far would you go to make sure the one you loved had enough of it?Would you challenge the
clock?Help them prepare?Could you watch them suffer?Could you accept a life without them in it?Or, would you follow
them into the darkness?I did. This is our story.
Designed for the pilot of piston-engine aircraft who is preparing for turbine ground school, the transitioning military pilot
studying for that first corporate or airline interview, or even the old pro brushing up on turbine aircraft operations, this
manual covers all the basics, clearly explaining the differences between turbine aircraft and their piston-engine
counterparts. It addresses high-speed aerodynamics, coordinating multipilot crews, wake turbulence, and navigating in
high-altitude weather. The book is like an operations manual for these complex aircraft, detailing pilot operations that
include preflight, normal, emergency, IFR, and fueling procedures. Readers will be introduced to flight dispatch; state-ofthe-art cockpit instrumentation, including the flight management system (FMS) and the head-up guidance system (HGS
or HUD); and the operating principles of hazard avoidance systems, including weather radar, lightning detectors, and the
ground proximity warning system (GPWS). Updated to reflect the newest Federal Aviation Administration regulations and
procedures, this new edition also includes a glossary of airline and corporate aviation terminology, handy turbine pilot
rules of thumb, and a comprehensive turbine aircraft "Spotter's Guide."
Our consumer society needs a reality check. The landfills are overflowing, the oceans are full of plastic, North American
money is now used by China to buy more weapons, and still we think a product that lasts only 4 years is a good one. This
book contains over 170 tips, tricks and hacks to help you repair, reuse, lead a simpler life and save money. We have
entered a Grand Solar Minimum and it will get colder. This is your Darwin Moment. Survival will no longer be simple, but
if you are prepared it will be easier. Inside is a guide inspired by the wisdom of the do-it-yourselfers of 100 years ago.
Find out how to use tools, make things last longer, repair them when they break and live a simpler life. Make something
at adult education night.Find out which tools are actually useful. How to remove a car engine in your back yard. Get
through snow drifts using snow The uses of a come-along winch. Strengthen weak and wobbly furniture. Bend metal with
a metal bender. Repair broken windows and dripping taps. Reset the oven temperature on your electric stove. What to do
about a "bang" in the fridge. Fix your electric stove elements. Repair a screen and frustrate the mosquitos. The basics of
lumber and what is not lumber. Using a table saw, countersink and hand plane. How to get rid of pests: rats, bugs, ants
and wasps. Finding the hydraulic oil filter on your tractor. How growing trees in your yard affect your wood stove. Why
you should get your wood stove very hot in the morning. The challenges of life in the country and how to meet them.
Staying warm with wood heat. Knowing what questions to ask. Getting good stuff for FREE. The ideas and information
presented in this book will inspire you and give you great confidence that taking charge of your possessions and your life
is not only easy, it is fun, and more rewarding than just buying something new. IT IS EASY AND YOU CAN DO IT!!
"The audacious, improbable tale of 20th century American hucksterism, outlandish daring, and vision that resurrected a
dying Encyclopedia Britannica in collaboration with a floundering London Times, its astonishing success that changed
publishing and that produced the Britannica's eleventh edition (published between 1910 and 1911), the most revered
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edition of English-language encyclopedias (all 44 million words), considered by many to be "the last great work of the age
of reason" (Hans Koening, the New Yorker)"-NALI By Esther Henry In an era of darkness, mystery, tropical jungles and cannibalism, Nali tries to buck the ancient
traditions, only to find herself deeply entrenched in them. As a young girl full of dreams, she is given to a tribal elder in
marriage and quickly learns that her girlhood dreams could be shattered overnight. The rain forest held a secret refuge
that only Nali knew, where she took her dreams and her delusions. Will she be forced to succumb to a subservient role
the rest of her life, or can she overcome the hopelessness that comes with isolation, ignorance and tradition? Deep in the
heart of New Guinea lies the village of Mendoka, beautifully camouflaged from the rest of the world. Although the village
has yet to be discovered, the outside world would soon have an influence on their lives. An interruption to their peaceful
simplicity would both terrify them and cause them to search for answers. Readers will be able to follow the lives of those
who lived in a much simpler time and become immersed in the culture that controlled their everyday existence.
Nominated for a Small Business Marketing Book award!. You have 30 days to convert a user to a paying customer
starting NOW. The clock is ticking. What will you do? Collecting and analysing the messaging and strategies the leading
e-commerce, software and service companies use as they convert trial users to customers in the most important 30 days
after sign-up. Each companies strategy is broken down and presented in an easy to use and understand visual guide. 30
days to sell is a must buy if you are looking to automate and improve new customer conversion. This book covers:
Activation campaigns from the worlds leading web companies. Easy reference guide - what message to send and when.
Full page examples of each marketing message. Steal ideas from successful entrepreneurs, marketers and growth
hackers. Two new bonus chapters showcasing more activation campaigns.
"Everyone knows that finding the right house at the right price is the goal right? But how do you actually do that? And are
all of the deal breaking critical steps in between? That is what this book is all about ... everything you need to know about
buying your first home"--Page 4 of cover.
Victoria Rose, a 35 year old lawyer realizes she has her career all wrong. Driven to succeed whatever it costs, her actions finally catch up
with her one unforgettable Monday. Forced to face the reality of her own life she embarks upon a unique spiritual journey. It's here where she
discovers herself and learns how to transform her career and life into one she loves! An inspiring and transformational story which addresses
the issues professional women face today. Am I in the right career? Do I stay or do I go? If so, what to? How to discover your life purpose and
turn it into your ideal career. Love what you do with a passion and be excited to jump out of bed every Monday morning! You will learn the 5
steps to create a career and life you love using: THE SHINE TECHNIQUE(tm) 1. Simplify your life & lighten up 2. How to get out of your own
way to achieve career success 3. Ignite positive change into your career & life NOW 4. New path & a new YOU! 5. Establish your recipe for
success! Jacqueline Pigdon, The LOVE MONDAYS Expert, is an Australian rowing champion, spiritual life and career coach, author, and
award winning entrepreneur! Beginning her career in corporate IT and as an elite sports person she knows firsthand how to achieve goals
and make a successful and fulfilling career transition. Jacqueline has dedicated her life to helping other women all around the world do the
same to create a career and life they love! If you would like to work with Jacqueline or join one of her exclusive Love Mondays Now Coaching
Programs simply visit her website at www.lovemondaysnow.com
Pro .NET Best Practices is a practical reference to the best practices that you can apply to your .NET projects today. You will learn standards,
techniques, and conventions that are sharply focused, realistic and helpful for achieving results, steering clear of unproven, idealistic, and
impractical recommendations. Pro .NET Best Practices covers a broad range of practices and principles that development experts agree are
the right ways to develop software, which includes continuous integration, automated testing, automated deployment, and code analysis.
Whether the solution is from a free and open source or a commercial offering, you will learn how to get a continuous integration server
running and executing builds every time code changes. You will write clearer and more maintainable automated testing code that focuses on
prevention and helping your .NET project succeed. By learning and following the .NET best practices in this book, you will avoid making the
same mistakes once. With this book at your side, you'll get: Real-world, no-nonsense approaches to continuous integration, automated
testing, automated deployment, and code analysis Tips and tricks you'll need to clear hurdles that keep others from putting these common
sense ideas into common practice Guidance from the minimal, essential approach all the way to what's necessary to deliver at the highest
levels of quality and effectiveness Benefit immediately, even before finishing it, from the knowledge, workable advice, and experience found
in Pro .NET Best Practices.
The audience for this book is that group whose job is "selling," and who desire to hone the skills associated with their profession and advance
from "salesperson" to "sales professional" and to continue their professional development until having achieved the penultimate role in sales:
that of "Trusted Advisor" to his or her customer or client. The author recognizes that the complexity associated with selling to "Major
Accounts" requires a unique skill set, methodology and sales framework, and a degree of professionalism to deal with such accounts, which
are characterized by having multiple decision makers, a longer sales cycle - ranging from six months to two years or more, and a higher
dollar volume as represented by both "deal size" and annual sales volume. As comfortable on "Mahogany Row" dealing with C-Level
executives as with dealing at the Project Manager level, it is the unique combination of skills, poise, bearing, professionalism and commitment
to continued professional development that characterizes the successful Sales Professional in this role.
In high school, everyone's talking about college. What to do. Where to go. Why it's important. Classes are given on it. Books are written about
it. But details get left out. Every year, college graduates learn this the hard way as they step into adulthood. I was one of them. After earning a
four-year degree, I went through two of the worst years of my life. Not that my situation is unique. I am a part of a generation that was told to
go to college first and sort out the details later. Most of us did. We chased the promise of a big shiny future, and we ended up being chased
by the mistakes of our past. That's not to say we completely regretted going. This book isn't a list of privileged millennial complaints. It's a
collection of wisdom gained in less than pleasant ways. It's a story of hardship, failure, victory, and perseverance. It's all of the things we wish
someone had told us. And it takes place before college, in college, after college, and without college. This is the wild, painful, awkward,
hilarious, depressing, & beautiful journey from youth to maturity. This is the college book that no one ever gave us.
"This updated resource covers all aspects of architectural practice, featuring: new material of sustainable design, managing multiple offices,
lifelong learning, mentoring, and team building; revised content on programming, project management, construction contract administration,
risk management, and ethics; and coverage of small firm considerations as well as emerging issues such as integrated practice and
integrated project delivery."--Jacket.
Discover how to become an entrepreneur by starting your own small business Do you hate your job? Are you looking for a way to build the
lifestyle you want? Do you want to work from home but have no business ideas? Would you like to explore new business opportunities?
Becoming an entrepreneur and starting your own business is actually not as difficult as what most people would have you believe. You don't
need a MBA or business degree, nor do you need years of experience. Entrepreneurs start small businesses, often highly successful, with a
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few simple business ideas and not much else. Take Action! and Start your own Business explores why entrepreneurs go out on their own and
how they go about it. **** The myths surrounding starting your own business are stripped away. This book will show you: How to start your
own business. Where to look for new business ideas. How entrepreneurs take business ideas and turn them into profit. How running a small
business can free you from the rat race. How to build your life around your unique purpose in life. Taking Consistent Action is Key to
Changing your LifeDo you want your own profitable small business that will bring fame and success? Do you desire financial independence
and personal freedom? Would you love to improve your relationships and make them more fulfilling by being able to spend more quality time
with your loved ones?**** Becoming an entrepreneur and starting your own business becomes easy once you know how. You can achieve all
of the above, but you must be willing to take action. If you apply the principles taught, you can become an entrepreneur and start a small
business faster than what you ever imagined possible. Will this be one of those books that will change your life and start you on your
entrepreneurial journey? There's only one way to find out ...Starting a business has never been made this easy!
Hairnanigans. Friendship. Big Dreams. The previously scheduled life Maya Hatton planned has been interrupted for an emergency broadcast
announcement. A news station manager threatens to destroy over twenty years of brand and image building with a new contract from hell.
Her husband Roddreccus moved into the rental property and refuses to move home without explanation. Instead of finding confidence, fun,
and freedom as she enters her mid-fifties she’s faced with crises. Fans believed she had it all together but her dream team lost a member, a
villain hijacked her fairy tale marriage and now she needs to remember how to be the Maya everyone thinks she is or lose the best thing she
ever had. Natural Sistahs series is written by an African American author whose chosen her natural hair since 1998. While one of many indie
published black authors she considers her books appropriate for the women's fiction category though most would be shelved in the black
fiction, black books, African American women's fiction, or black women's fiction section in most physical bookstores.
Declare Y.E.S. loud and clear to create new possibilities in your life and leadership.
A Treatise on 2nd Amendment Rights in the 21st Century is the result of research and analysis intended to answer one primary question: Has
there been a shift away from the Constitution in regards to the powers of the government and rights of the people, creating an increasing
threat of government tyranny and oppression, while subsequently restricting and prohibiting the right of the people to keep and bear arms
through perceptual manipulation and circumvention? The Second Amendment, and the subsequent gun control debate, has now succumbed
to the most polarized extremist ideologies since slavery. At its current pace, it will continue to follow the same path. These ideologies are
fueled by the conflicting fears of government tyranny and domestic terrorism, along with a renewed sense of religious conflict. Many people
follow one or the other of these extremist ideologies on pure emotion, without ever questioning facts or sound logic. A Treatise on 2nd
Amendment Rights in the 21st Century goes beyond the prevalent extremist bias and is a logic based pursuit of the facts in a fair, balanced
and yet often comical read that anyone can relate to. The scope of the Second Amendment right is evaluated from three intertwined
perspectives; the evolution of the right itself, the actual need to have the right as evaluated through changes in scope of the militia and the
military, and the people's perceptions of the right as a result of both legislation and the media. Part 1 is broken down by a chronological
history of the evolution of the right and the subsequent legislation and events which have dramatically affected the right. Part 2 covers the
concept of insurrection, religion and the media in relation to the Second Amendment right along with an evaluation of specific points of issue
and major players in the current gun control debate. The conclusion offers a logic based framework for gun legislation policies going forward.
A Treatise on 2nd Amendment Rights in the 21st Century is a pilgrimage down a path towards the heart of the Second Amendment right and
it is a journey "we the people" are long overdue to take. Should you wish to embark on such a journey, the map is now in your hands.
The Versailles Treaty after WWI "Mandated Islands" in the Pacific to the Japanese. President Roosevelt felt the Japanese were illegally
installing military fortification on these "Mandated Islands" which was in direct violation of the WWI Treaty. Amelia Earhart, a popular female
pilot who set many aviation records, wanted to increase her popularity by flying around-the-world. This would be a huge accomplishments
that no pilot, man or woman, had attempted before. She left California, March 17, 1937, in a twin-engine Lockheed Electra and flew to
Honolulu on the first leg of her historic flight with Fred Noonan and Harry Manning as her navigators. Unfortunately, she crashed on take-off
and her Electra was so badly damaged, it had to be shipped back to the Lockheed plant in California for repairs. Amelia and her publisher
husband, George Putnam didn't have the money to repair her Electra and make another attempt to fly around-the-world, so Mr. Putnam
approached President Roosevelt and asked if the U.S. government could help? FDR had met Amelia previously and knew of her plans to fly
around-the-world. In 1937, FDR believed the Japanese were illegally preparing for war on "Mandated" islands in the Pacific. Marine Colonel
Earl Ellis tried to sneak into Truk Atoll to gather information, but was caught on the island of Palau and killed. FDR believed that maybe a
civilian pilot who was going to fly around-the-world might have a better chance to obtain the information he needed, so agreed to help Amelia
on her request. But, FDR only did so, if Amelia would agree to take a few pictures of Japanese island fortifications along the way. Although a
staunch 'pacifist' Amelia agreed to the president's stipulations. The U.S. government helped plan her second attempt, provided her plane with
larger engines, installed additional fuel tanks and reconnaissance cameras, but did so with little fanfare or publicity. Instead of flying from East
to West as she planned on her first attempt, she flew West to East with only Fred Noonan as her navigator. Prior to her flight it's reported she
was sworn into the Army Air Force as an officer and confided to a friend, "Imagine me being a spy!" Amelia left California on May 21st and
headed for Miami, Puerto Rico, Brazil, Africa, India, Bangkok, Singapore and Dutch East Indies, where Mr. F.O. Furman, a Lockheed
maintenance specialist, met Amelia and checked her Electra and cameras for 3-days. At each stop, 55-gallon drums of fuel would be waiting
for her, even if she flew into a field that was not on her announced itinerary. She and Fred Noonan left Lae, New Guinea on July 1st, 1937
and headed for Howland Island, 2,556 miles away. The Coast Guard Cutter ITASCA waited just off Howland to handle all communications as
she approached. Unfortunately, when Harry Manning was the designated navigator on her first attempt, he arranged for Navy ships to
communicate with her in Morse Code. No one told the Navy vessels that Manning was no longer her navigator. Neither Amelia or Fred could
read Morse Code! Amelia Earhart's Final Flight tells the story of how she crashed on Mili Atoll in the Marshall Islands, was captured by the
Japanese, taken to Saipan where she was held in prison for several years before being killed. Eye-witnesses in the Marshall Islands and on
Saipan provided the true accounts of what actually happened to Amelia on her historic flight, what happened when she was captured, how
she was killed and reaction by U.S. and Japanese leaders. It also relates how U.S. Marines found Amelia's briefcase and also found her
Electra on Saipan when they attacked in 1944. David O'Malley, a member of the Writers Guild, wrote an interesting screenplay that's based
on these eye-witness reports. It gives a rational explanation why both the U.S. and Japan have kept Amelia's capture and death a secrete
since her Final Flight.
Essential Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional is a desktop user's guide for beginning and intermediate users. Everything is explained from
the perspective of the end user with targeted coverage of essential tasks and procedures that desktop users need to know. This book is the
perfect companion for Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows ME or Windows NT Workstation 4 users looking to make the jump to Windows
2000 Professional. Packed with helpful notes and tips, this book will provide everything that you need to know to get up and running fast
without having to wade through the overhead of technical reference manuals and on-line documentation. Coverage includes: An Overview of
Windows 2000 Professional FeaturesInstalling Windows 2000 ProfessionalCustomization of the Windows DesktopEnabling Multiple Monitor
SupportInstalling and Managing ApplicationPrinter Installation and ManagementUser Account ManagementEstablishing Internet Access
Explains how aerodynamic factors affect all aircraft in terms of lift, thrust, drag, in-air performance, stability, and control
This book is dedicated to everyone who has ever had a dream, but then struggled to achieve it. These words are dedicated to all those, who
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are ready for true grace and inspiration to enter their lives, in a very real way. In "Just Believe" you will enter a world of unconditional love, for
yourself and your life. Imagine no longer being stopped by fear, excuses, or the need to be perfect. Imagine seeing your heartfelt dreams and
desires realized, inside a spirit of play. What would open up for you, if you let go of the constraints of disempowering thinking? This is your
invitation to enter a New World of Self-Belief, where you can know peace in the present, and an unshakeable faith in yourself, and your
future. This is exactly what's needed to live a life fully Self-expressed, from the Soul, rather the self-critical conversations that keep you from
experiencing the true gift and beauty of your life! In these pages you'll find the confidence and love to let your light shine as brightly as it can!
You are amazing; it's time to claim it! Elari Onawa
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